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Survey participants’ opinions about challenges related to IoT 
development tasks 
Internet of Things based systems (IoT systems for short) are becoming increasingly popular across different 
industrial domains and their development is rapidly increasing to provide value-added services to end-users 
and citizens. Little research to date uncovers the core development process lifecycle needed for IoT systems, 
and thus software engineers find themselves unprepared and unfamiliar with this new genre of system 
development. To ameliorate this gap, we conducted a mixed quantitative and qualitative research study 
where we derived a conceptual process framework from the extant literature on IoT, that identifies 28 key 
tasks for incorporating into development processes for IoT systems. The framework was then validated by 
means of a survey of 127 IoT systems practitioners from 35 countries –across 6 continents– with different 
industry backgrounds. The following lists the participants’ comments about challenges related to the 
framework tasks shown in Figure below.  
 

Fig.5. Conceptual development process framework for developing IoT based systems 
 
We used the identifier P and a number, denoted as [P#], to refer to an individual participant of the survey. 
 

Task Ideation 

-Identification of “what is the benefit of the project”, “Understanding limitations of 
technology”, “Using IoT professionals in conception phases of project (when specification is 
developed) - customers and "project managers” might have unreasonable ideas [P14]. 

- Business case [P29]. 

-Lack of understanding of the process in the IoT solutions. Any IoT solution needs to clarify 
the features on the value chain and added value for the end user. This needs multidisciplinary 
expertise [P43]. 

-Getting valuable and scalable customers, which are going to pay recurringly [P23]. 

-Business Model/providing real customer value [P54]. 

-Understanding business value for the relevant customers [P26]. 

-Business Modell/Providing real customer value. A lot of customers are still sceptical due to 
cybersecurity and data privacy concerns. A real customer value required to convince them 
using the IoT services [P14].  
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Task (Domain) Requirement analysis 

-Requirements, consistency, coding, quality evaluation [P13]. 

-In my experience, clients changing requirements as they begin to understand the real world 
implementation and usage of the solution they initially requested is the biggest time sink. Up 
scaling any solution is also a huge issue when balancing costs and functionality. Choosing the 
right providers for hosting, processing and hardware for production is extremely important 
to get right when beginning on any project [P16]. 

-Meeting the client's requirements [P42]. 

-To manage IoT projects, requirement of broader horizontal expertise on new technologies 
(Electronics, Communication, Software Development, Manufacturing etc.) [P37]. 

- Ensuring to address customer pain points but at a cost factor that meets their constraints 
[P44]. 

-IoT tech is not mature, too many ways to do same thing, finding the most efficient way to 
meet your requirements [P14]. 

-As nature of Iot technology, every customer/industry has their own requirements, your 
devices/platform should be flexible enough to meet every customer’s requirements [P21]. 

-Gathering the requirements and refining the requirements as you progress during the 
development stage.  Requirements should never be static. They should continue to evolve as 
assumptions you have made are proven false and/or in need of adjustment and new 
assumptions arise to replace and/or supplement the original set of assumptions [P49]. 

-Business Requirement, Scalable Architecture Design, Data Security and Integration and 
Customization [P36]. 

-Requirement management and system architecture [P47]. 

-Meeting the customers’ expatiation, this has to be something that engineers must explain and 
design the solution to meet their expatiation without moving far from IoT purpose [P18]. 

-Explaining (hardware) limitations to clients is also much harder as low power hardware 
design must still adhere to the laws of physics and their requirements for size, cost and 
reliability often have their trade-offs [P81]. 

-IoT is in very early stage and usually use cases are not mature enough then requirements are 
not clear which might lead to multiple requirement changing throughout the project [P62]. 

 

Task Stakeholder analysis 

-People with various backgrounds should collaborate to design and implement an IoT-based 
system. There might be many types of hardware and software components that should run in 
harmoniously. Creating a testing environment might be difficult [P24]. 

-The business and stakeholder viewpoint, also the security and trust viewpoint [P32]. 

-Field networked device developers and cloud developers do not speak the same language at 
any level [P16]. 

-Company Culture: The whole company has to get an "IoT Mindset". Company changes from 
being a product manufacturer to be a service provider with all its advantages and 
disadvantages. Additionally, the company will become a software company [P47]. 

-People with various backgrounds should collaborate to design and implement an IoT-based 
system [P51].  

-Partners: Very important to get IoT Ecosystem collaborates to solve all the challenges like 
cybersecurity, data privacy, and Chinese great firewall, and identity and access management, 
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cloud platform [P34]. 

-The business and stakeholder viewpoint, also the security and trust viewpoint [P23]. 

Stake holder often have little experience in IoT based systems, so are in more of a learning 
stage [P41]. 

-There are far more unknowns in developing IoT based systems, which is why I advocate an 
agile approach. Within the Industrial IoT space, the convergence of IT/OT presents its own 
challenges, as the approach, culture and backgrounds of people involved can be very different 
[P37]. 

 

Task Plan definition 

-The project plan definition should be mainly dedicated to the interoperability as we need to 
integrate many devices of existing brands and our custom devices all under one IoT platform 
[P2]. 

-A diversity of software development technologies required for developing a complete end-
to-end IoT system... device development requires embedded software development skills, 
and low-level programming languages such as C. gateway development requires embedded 
application development skills… IoT backend system development requires cloud and 
backend development skills, mastery of various analytics technologies and/or machine 
learning systems. It is extremely difficult to find developers who can master all the 
development technologies in a large-scale end-to-end IoT system [P37]. 

-Identifying the right team to work on before developing an IoT project as issues detected at 
later stage could prove to be a costly and time wasting exercise [P75] 

-IoT systems usually require a broader depth of domain knowledge and expertise. There is 
currently far less people with experience in developing IoT systems [P44]. 

 

People 

-Field networked device developers and cloud developers do not speak the same 
language at any level [P73]. 

 

Skill 

-Within enterprises, not enough of the leadership has both deep domain/industry 
knowledge and technical knowledge that is required to truly understand what 
digitally [P14].   

-Educating people on the low cost ready to use capabilities already available [P23]. 

-Identifying the right team to work on before developing a MVP project as issues 
detected at later stage could prove to be a costly and time wasting exercise [P71] 

-A proper forum with right skillset of resources. This is key and challeging aspects of 
IoT based system implementation [P51]. 

-Finding, recruiting and retaining talent. 

-Getting teams to re-imagine their business as a digital organization. Finding skilled 
people. Leading organizational change [P21]. 

-Identifying and hiring qualified IoT architects is a critical limiting factor (see studies 
from Gartner about IoT architects) [P21].   

-Educating people on the low cost ready to use capabilities already available [P26]. 

-Identifying the right team to work on before developing a MVP project as issues 
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detected at later stage could prove to be a costly and time wasting exercise [P67]. 

-Each one of them are wider topic. It needs to be discussed and resolved in a proper 
forum with right skillset of resources. This is key and challeging aspects of IoT based 
system implementation [P12]. 

-The communication between SW and HW engineers. It is good to have engineers 
with mixed knowledge [P14]. 

-Finding, recruiting and retaining talent [P16]. 

-Finding skilled people [P37]. 

-This needs multidisciplinary expertise [P43]. 

-IoT application development requires either web (frontend) development skills or 
mobile application development skills [P67]. 

 

Task Application architecture design 

-Smart objects have limited hardware resources. Any fault or failure at hardware level must 
be taken care by fault tolerance implementation by software, e.g. try to restart the device, add 
backup device, and continuously capture device state and data. For example, in smart home 
setting, if any device stops responding or lags communication, backup device must be 
contacted by control software/services [P2]. 

Task Platform architecture design 

-Removing nulls, multi-level cleaning logic for de-duplicating, data labelling, and some ad-
hoc manual text manipulation all are challenging to perform, e.g. cost and effort, but these 
help to do further data processing task, i.e., providing personal finance insights for example 
[P30]. 

-The amount of time spent on collecting, cleaning, and labelling good quality data for model 
development is always underestimated in IoT projects. Our company was no exception, as 
considerable resources with our team were to prepare the data for model development for 
example identifying right product catalogues and labelling data [P42]. 

-The meta-data, such as ontologies, that we use for data processing should regularly be revised 
and updated to address the upcoming changing objectives of the IoT system and be aligned 
with application and stakeholder requirements. Data, i.e., catalogues of items in our projects 
that are scraped from various websites to use for training the deep learning model, are casually 
changing which our ontology is not able to detect them and to be used in our deep learning 
models. For instance, sometimes there is an inconsistency between new meta-data created by 
our users, i.e., merchants for item categorization, and our meta-data adopted in our platform 
[P30]. 

-Visualization components as gauges, charts, maps, tables should be designed configurable 
and should allow you to change their data sources, visual representation, and to organize 
widgets into logical groups and layout. Moreover, dashboard templates allow you to reuse 
one configuration for multiple device dashboards [P30]. 

 

Task Smart object architecture design 

-Efficient energy consumption [P32]. 

-Low memory usage [P7]. 

-Portability and interoperability of devices [P2]. 
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Task Data cleaning 
-The challenge is getting the data from native devices 

 

Task Interaction analysis and design 

-Designing and implementing the workflow used to register new devices with a system. Often 
this stage is the most interaction a user’s has with an IoT device and will determine their 
opinion of the devices quality [P17]. 

-Designing interaction between hardware and client or server interfaces [P32]. 

-Business Modell / providing real customer value. Many customers are still sceptical due to 
cybersecurity and data privacy concerns. A real customer value required to convince them 
using the IoT services; Complexity: IoT is all about interaction/collaboration of distributed 
components. There will be many components depending on each other. Its challenging to 
organize the development in a way to deliver value fast and still keeping the overview; 
Company Culture: The whole company has to get an "IoT Mindset". Company changes from 
being a product manufacturer to be a service provider with all its advantages and 
disadvantages. Additionally, the company will become a software company; Partners: Very 
important to get IoT Ecosystem partners to solve all the challenges like cybersecurity, data 
privacy, Chinese great firewall, identity and access management, cloud platform [P18]. 

-Complexity: IoT is all about interaction/collaboration of distributed components. There will 
be many components depending on each other. It is challenging to organize the development 
in a way to deliver value fast and still keeping the overview [P27]. 

-This task helps us to identify communication issues. Through the analysis of things, we 
discovered that our IoT system abilities are restricted by privacy settings of users’ mobile 
applications. We also realized that there is an issue related to data exchange in the system, 
i.e., generating text from low-quality images can cause noisy input data that can affect data 
processing, model outputs and insights provided to users of the system [P30]. 

-Interaction design is a major part of development process to explicitly identify 
communication issues of portable IoT sensors and devices such as resource poverty, 
computation available on-device, device performance, and continuous. For example, 
traditional hardware systems, e.g. workstations and mobile devices, have bigger hardware 
sensors that ensure strong WiFi signals and reliability of data transfer. But, in IoT, due to 
weak capacity of GPS and WiFi sensors (miniature hardware), connectivity is a big issue as 
IoT device/sensor is prone to frequent disconnections and low transfer rates. All these 
should be identified and analyzed [P2]. 

-Effectively communicating the value of IoT solutions with respect to their impact on 
business models [P21]. 

-Interacting with physical devices vs. everything is on a site/cloud. As long as the physical 
devices can be abstracted with some service interface, everything is similar to develop an 
internet-based application or a site [52]. 

 

Other architecture design challenges 

-From my position, building IoT system, [for example], for the agriculture, most of the farms 
is in far ways with very weak connectivity and most of connecting ways are forbidden here. 
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Wide-area network technologies like LoRa can be used in military purposes ONLY! [P49] 

-Available network to guarantee the data collection, communication modules, and power 
consumption for IoT systems is the most challenging aspect [P64]. 

Data security  

-Ensuring the data security and managing the power for remotely deployed things 
[P49]. 

-I think you have covered it mostly. Security is very important... privacy is very 
important particularly in countries where these are sensitive/enforced [P16]. 

-Security awareness configuration [P26]. 

-Give useful services while maintaining user privacy and system secure [P34]. 

-Inter device communication, security [P43]. 

-In IoT you have your Network Layer and Application Layer, it seems that you are 
more focused on Application Layer but that will become main challenge as application 
is heavily dependent on network connectivity, in another words main building blocks 
of IoT is connectivity which requires proper design to consider failure scenarios and 
have fall back plan for them, if there is no mechanism to handle loss of connectivity 
then there is no use of application and users will be unsatisfied with the application 
and it leads to project failure; Another main challenge of IoT is broad range of use cases 
and how to build re-useable components; ity is one of the main and most important 
challenges of IoT [P61]. 

-Depends on IoT system. When hardware development is involved, the actual 
hardware and firmware development can be the most challenging aspect. When 
developing an Industrial IoT system within a factory, security related activities can be 
the most challenging (actually all systems this can be very challenging to get right, and 
is essential).  

-Designing and building a system that implements "practical" security measures 
[P72]. 

-Device security; Security updates; Threat modelling; justifying return of investment 
[P43]. 

-End to end security - from IoT device through IoT platform via gateways etc. to end 
user apps via [P51]. 

-Design and implement a secure update mechanism; Hardware testing and securing 
(e.g. HW interfaces); Provide enough resources to ensure cryptography 
(confidentiality, integrity) [P62]. 

-With 5G there will be billions of IoT resources. Will be difficult to utilize that. It is 
already hard to handle that big data. And the security about IoT resources. There is 
no standard about that and easy to hack them [P13]. 

-A lot of customers are still sceptical due to cybersecurity and data privacy concerns. 
A real customer value required to convince them using the IoT services; Complexity: 
IoT is all about in [P14]. 

-Security, Interoperability, and Scalability. Each one of them are wider topic. It needs 
to be discussed and resolved in a proper forum with right skillset of resources. This 
is key and challenging aspects of IoT based system implementation [P31]. 

-Yes, a Security-Check task, not that one on developing and coding, but when we 
architect and design solutions and things [P42]. 

-Define IoT device provisioning process - define the target market and subsequently 
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adhere to the respective data protection laws [P36]. 

-A lot of customers are still sceptical due to cybersecurity and data privacy concerns. 
A real customer value required to convince them using the IoT services [P52]. 

-Yes, a Security-Check task, not that one on developing and coding, but when we 
architect and design solutions and things [P17]. 

Interoperability 

-There is not any standards available for IoT [P34]. 

-As IoT tech evolves, you should be able to exchange components quickly without 
notice of users [P27] 

-There might be many types of hardware and software components that should run in 
harmoniously [P34]. 

-Since you have different variety of sensors/ devices, commutation protocols, etc that 
you will need to cater for [P36]. 

-Emerging challenges are IoT domain interoperability, semantic interoperability, and 
IoT platforms not inherently supporting interoperability beyond basic device to 
platform messaging [P21]. 

-Interoperability has also been an ongoing challenge [P12]/ 

-Achieving interoperability in IoT systems is a difficult task [P7].  

Power aware 

-Ensuring the data security and managing the power for remotely deployed things 
[P26]. 

-Keeping sensors working continuously! Sometimes basic issues like power outage 
causes problems to get the system working continuously and collecting data [P34]. 

-Not overload the needs; Manage battery or energy less devices [P25]. 

-Dealing with low-power and low-latency design is much challenged [P14]. 

-A lot comes from restrictions of hardware in this field [P17].  

-Low memory, low power, long life all provide their own unique challenges to 
developing software and solutions [P31]. 

-Resource constrained devices. Nobody really understands what they are doing or 
trying to do [P42].  

-You are developing a chat application for a PC, which allows users to message 
other users with minimal delay and near-real time notifications when a message is 
received. In IoT land, this is very different. If you want to talk to a sensor, it may 
not always be able to be listening for new messages and responding instantly- this 
could be due to the restrictions of the wireless technology chosen or it may be a 
decision made to reduce power consumption. Either way- the application that 
would be trivial in a conventional environment is absurdly difficult in an IoT 
system [P45]. 

-The challenges in the IoT is the rapid prototyping and the development of custom 
devices, that is, what the client requests. There are some ideas of modular devices, 
that is, to have a base team and add the sensors required by the client and that they 
can be interchangeable and can function as a "Lego" [P65]. 

Integration 

-There is no standard way to do integration. No standard models, protocols, and 
behavior descriptions. Different vendors try to keep their data and service in their 
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own for business purposes. Many existing devices provide very limited service 
access through the vendors [P35]. 

-Integration of IoT system with enterprise system is critical. Looking at IoT system 
as connected devices and their data is wrong. IoT is an end-to-end system that 
leverage all existing systems, future systems and new services. For instance, IoT 
systems should be integrated with CRM, ERM, EAM, etc to triggers action, which 
is critical [P51]. 

-Heterogeneity of data and devices [P29].  

-Heterogeneous environment, integration of heterogeneous IoT devices and 
systems [P29].  

-Device or things integration [P11].  

-Communication protocol [P28]. 

-Things adaptation [P17]. 

-Heterogeneity of data and devices; Reliability; Stream processing; Adoption and end-user 
usability [P81]. 

-Integration. There is no standard way to do integration. No standard models, protocols, 
behaviour descriptions. Different vendors try to keep their data and service in their own 
cloud for business purposes. Many existing devices provide very limited service access 
through the vendors' cloud, and many of them are not in real-time [P72]. 

-Make everything work together with each other - endless possibilities [P35]. 

-The challenge of cross integration with existing eco system, platforms etc.  Since, there is 
no specific standard sometimes that creates a hindrance [P23]. 

-How to synchronize your physical Environment with your Cloud, Security, and 
Designing Wireless Sensor Network (if needs) [P36]. 

-Emerging challenges are IoT domain interoperability, semantic interoperability, and IoT 
platforms not inherently supporting interoperability beyond basic device to platform 
messaging [P54]. 

-Interoperability, integration with Enterprise systems, Business case development [P52]. 

-The clear definition of the value added (an IoT toaster is nice, but does it solve any issue?); 
the integration of legacy systems (costs, complexity and business fight); the scale problem 
(IoT solutions must be a scale-based business) [P16].  

-Having no one standard for connectivity, protocols, and data formats, and even 
communication models creates a challenge in integration, data ingestion, and 
interoperability tasks between the various devices [P23]. 

-To my experience, the interfacing with heterogeneous devices from different vendors is 
a challenging task that must be take care of [P38]. 

-Systems integration within the application stack [P42]. 

-The challenges in the IoT is the rapid prototyping and the development of custom 
devices, that is, what the client requests. There are some ideas of modular devices, that is, 
to have a base team and add the sensors required by the client and that they can be 
interchangeable and can function as a “Lego” [P46]. 

-The communication between SW and HW engineers. It is good to have engineers with 
mixed knowledge [P51]. 

Privacy 

-I think you have covered it mostly. Security is very important... privacy is very important 
particularly in countries where these are sensitive/enforced [P43]. 
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-Give useful services while maintaining user privacy and system secure [P14]. 

-The business and stakeholder viewpoint, also the security and trust viewpoint [P17]. 

-I think you should achieve high automation level with artificial intelligence, but always 
with human control and respect to the privacy. The artificial intelligence never can be over 
the human [P26]. 

-Complexity: IoT is all about interaction/collaboration of distributed components. There 
will be a lot of components depending on each other. Its challenging to organize the 
development in a way to deliver value fast and still keeping the overview; Company 
Culture: The whole company has to get an “IoT Mindset”. Company changes from being 
a product manufacturer to be a service provider with all its advantages and 
disadvantages. Additionally, the company will become a software company; Partners: 
Very important to get IoT Ecosystem partners to solve all the challenges like cybersecurity, 
data privacy, Chinese great firewall, identity and access management, cloud platform 
[P64]. 

Architecture 

-The most challenging aspects of developing IoT-based systems are [P63]:  

HARDWARE: 1. Finding the right mix of hardware components (underlying chipsets, 
SoCs), 2. Design in-house or use off-shelf components, 3. Scope for hardware changes that 
can be handled internally. 

SOFTWARE: 1. Interoperability with the changing hardware components, 2. Managing 
automatic updates, especially of firmware/kernel/applications, 3. Scalability, 4. High 
availability, 5. (Cyber) Security, Privacy, 6. Legal Concerns (e.g. Lorawan needs to be made 
private lest the data can be read by anyone), 7. Inter-operability with other IoT frameworks 
available on Cloud, so it is easier to plug into any cloud platform. 

-Design a system that is capable of supporting multiple platforms and various devices 
(sensor/actuator) [P14]. 

-Developers are used to building software. In their mind, it’s just code. However, when you 
throw real physical hardware that is not commonly used and may have unexpected 
behaviour introduces challenges that you as a developer have to consider early on. Some 
hardware/firmware issues can potentially brick a hardware if the design is flawed and at 
this point software development can’t bring the device back (not in all cases). So ensuring 
you think outside of the box of “code” and having a good grasp of the real world problem 
statement is crucial to building an IoT solution that is secure, reliable and cost effective 
[P27]. 

Connectivity  

-Inter device communication, security [P14]. 

-Internet connection/disconnection during execution time [P21]. 

-In IoT you have your Network Layer and Application Layer, it seems that you are more 
focused on Application Layer but that will become main challenge as application is heavily 
dependent on network connectivity, in another words main building blocks of IoT is 
connectivity which requires proper design to consider failure scenarios and have fall back 
plan for them, if there is no mechanism to handle loss of connectivity then there is no use 
of application and users will be unsatisfied with the application and it leads to project 
failure [P71]. 

-Connectivity seems like to be a big challenge, I am speaking about Egypt from my position 
because for example in the Agriculture solution we are building, most of the farms is in far 
ways with very weak connectivity and most of connecting ways are forbidden here as well 
like Lora can be used in military purposes only [P50]. 
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-Available network is the most challenging aspect; because network defines the power 
consumption, data collection, and communication modules for our projects [P32]. 

-Stable Internet connection [P28]. 

-In addition, the issue of connectivity is not a requirement of the space where the device is 
going to be installed since we have noticed that the client asks that it be a computer to 
install and have support and communication [P65]. 

-Different needs of connectivity is the most challenging aspect for an IoT system [P37]. 

-Tasks that related to network connectivity between things and getaways [P41]. 

-Also, the issue of connectivity is not a requirement of the space where the device is going 
to be installed since we have noticed that the client asks that it be a computer to install and 
have support and communication [P27]. 

- IoT-Based System it's All About Connecting Systems and Environment to Cloud or Edge 
Computing Device, in this case: Connectivity, Sensor/Device, Cloud, User Application it's 
Important. in the end, answering this question what problem did you Solve with that 
physical information? it's the most important [P36]. 

 

Task Monitoring design 
-In dynamic IoT environment it is difficult to find if an affected device or software, we 
should always have live event in the microcontroller to check the status of all devices and 
do a proper action could be taken before any mishap [P2]. 

-Remote software updates were made available, and monitoring of devices (and the data 
gathered by the devices) existed since wireless became popular. “Gateway/Server" word 
was extensively used instead of "Edge-computing” devices [P13]. 

Task Coding 

-Sometimes libraries that we use are not compatible with latest version released and therefore 
lack certain features. For example, the Python language version on Azure has certain 
limitations for modelling activities [P30]. 

-The integration of different third party hardware each having different protocols and 
standards, make IoT implementation and testing difficult for us compared to other 
development types [P2]. 

-There are many IoT platforms and choosing the right platform (the trade-off of the ease of 
use and technical efficiency) in which you will collect everything together, and is the real 
challenge [P100]. 

-Use of appropriate tools and technologies to ensure QoS for IoT [P12]. 

-Selection of most suitable code libraries/APIs [P19]. 

-The choice of sensors is critical for programming [P23]. 

-Finding the right mix of hardware components (underlying chipsets) is issue [P42]. 

-The coding activities are circumscribed by architectural decisions that are made earlier at the 
IoT design phase. This causes incompatibility between architectural choices and technologies 
needed for implementation. For instance, the choice of big data platform, i.e., in our case 
Microsoft Azure, restricted us to use of certain version of libraries when developing our deep 
learning model. Our development speed got down [P30]. 

-Open source tools specific to IoT (LoRA etc.) lack maturity. Well established tools and 
software services (Amazon AWS, Android Toolkit) can be effectively used to develop IoT 
systems [P2]. 
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-A very well written IoT software applications may be influenced by the performance issues 
of IoT hardware whose state/data/ must be used and managed by software. This is why 
hardware with proper SDK/APIs/code libraries are almost preferred over ones that may be 
cheap, easy to implement and configure but lack sufficient software libraries [P2]. 

-Requirements, consistency, Coding, Quality evaluation [P4]. 

-Source code development and integration [P7]. 

-Source code; Device or Things integration; configuration of IoT devices [23]. 

-Dynamic analysis of source code, code refactoring [P35]. 

-Things coding and IoT testing [P56]. 

-Coding and implementation [P23]. 

-As I mentioned before the application coding section is the most challenging part, which 
needs high q [P14]. 

-Choosing right components to use in your platform [P26]. 

-Source code development and integration [P17]. 

-Gateway development requires embedded or mobile application development skills. For 
mobile gateway software development, typical programming languages are Java or C# [P58]. 
-Source code; Device or Things integration; Configuration of IoT devices [P45]. 

Choice of technology 

-Identification of “what is the benefit of the project” Understanding limitations of 
technology"; Using IoT professionals in conception phases of project (when 
specification is developed) - customers and "project managers" might have 
unreasonable ideas (what can be done, what can't be done, what can be done easier) 
[P124]. 

-The choice of sensors, spreading the use [P81]. 

-Limitations, small hardware capacity, limited networking [P64]. 

-The reluctant of the devices provider in availing how to manage their device, time 
frame of development and the overwhelming about the results that will be 
available from IoT [P75]. 

-To manage IoT projects, requirement of broader horizontal expertise on new 
technologies (Electronics, Communication, Software Development, 
Manufacturing etc.); There isn't any standards available for IoT; IoT tech is not 
mature, too many ways to do same thing, finding the most efficient way to meet 
your requirements; choosing right components to use in your platform; As IoT tech 
evolves, you should be able to exchange components quickly without notice of 
users; As nature of IoT technology, every customer/industry has their own 
requirements, your devices/platform should be flexible enough to meet every 
customers requirements [P73]. 

-Define the IoT device provisioning process - define the target market and 
subsequently adhere to the respective data protection laws [P86]. 

 

Task Testing  

-There might be many types of hardware and software components that should run in 
harmoniously. Creating a testing environment might be difficult [P5]. 

-You want something to last five years on battery but can't test it for five years to make sure 
it works. You need to do a lot of testing and put the devices through a variety of situations to 
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ensure longevity [P32]. 

-The acceptance of the solution by the target audience, despite of all validations and due 
diligence, takes a lot of time [P46]. 

-You need the hardware/firmware design ready to go to start implementing prototypes while 
your build a small percentage of the software. You can’t complete software testing/regression 
testing until the hardware is in a testable and reliable state which takes month of iteration in 
itself [P48]. 

-In contrast to theoretical SDLC, iterative, agile methods, where testing and deployment could 
be considered as two distinct phases, in IoT context, actual testing mainly happens post-
deployment. It will be more accurate to say that in IoT life engineering cycle, it’s a single phase 
that primarily refers to test-driven deployment. For example, in logistics tracking, RFID tags 
that worked well as part of controlled experimentation exhibited totally different behaviours 
[due to differences in allowed frequency in different countries, herein United State and 
Pakistan. Software services and modules worked all fine in Pakistan however, due to 
regulatory issues of allowed frequency on which IoT devices (RFID sensors) could operate in 
United State, the software functionality needed to be rewritten to deal with low frequency 
issues [P2]. 

-Incompatible regulations: the software and hardware that worked well during testing was 
required to be altered post-deployment. In this case, regulatory issues concerning the IoT 
hardware, as per US laws, triggered the need to refactor some of the software coding to 
support new device frequency indicated by United Stated’s law. We can say that hardware 
implications enforced changes in software modules for compatibility issues. In a general 
context, regulatory issues of IoT signalling and frequency also impact IoT source code and 
implementation [P2]. 

-Conventional software systems do not involve physical objects which have to be deployed in 
the field for testing in order to get the software to actually work properly in the real world 
[P53]. 

-Debugging devices which stop communicating all suddenly, need for physically reaching the 
site for debugging device issues [P73]. 

-Quality testing IoT devices is crucial - once they are out then it is hard to fix [P61]. 

-Creating a testing environment might be difficult [P74]. 

-The test process since it requires considering as many possibilities as can [P114]. 

-Proof of value. What do we gain? [P73]. 

-From a technical aspect, by far the biggest hurdle is considering the lifespan of wireless 
connected devices. You want something to last 5 years on battery but cannot test it for 5 years 
to make sure it works. You need to do a lot of testing and put the devices through a variety of 
situations to ensure longevity. From a non-technical aspect it’s how to approach the decision 
of what market most requires the IoT devices- there are many applications for this sort of 
technology and everyone has their own idea of what is valuable. Narrowing down what 
applications will provide genuine value and do not require years of development can be very 
difficult [P93]. 

-The biggest challenge that I see in my personal view is the acceptance of the solution by the 
target audience. In spite of all validations and due diligence, many times the acceptance or 
incorporation of a specific use case takes a lot of time [P76].  

-Working in an industry where the hardware is usually built/manufactured by an external 
vendor, the challenges of Software Delivery and Hardware manufacturing become prevalent 
due to interdependency of the two. You need the hardware/firmware design ready to go to 
start implementing prototypes while your build a small percentage of the software. You can’t 
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complete software testing/regression testing until the hardware/firmware are in a testable 
and reliable state which takes month of iteration in itself. Therefore, being clear to your 
stakeholders and having a Project Manager who has this experience is crucial to a timely and 
cost effective development process [P67]. 

-Ensuring to address customer pain points but at a cost factor that meets their constraints 
[P36]. 

-I think that external objects. The extracted data could give a false positive. Do tests repeatedly. 
Iteration and evolution on product delivery [118]. 

- Monitoring deployed solutions, Debugging devices that stop communicating all of a sudden, 
Need for physically reaching the site for debugging device issues [P85]. 

- Hardware testing and securing (e.g. HW interfaces). Provide enough resources to ensure 
cryptography (confidentiality, integrity) [P42]. 

- As I have done both I would say that there are many similarities, however, the stacks used 
change and there is an equal split between hardware and software. However access to testing 
equipment used in hardware development is a major barrier and there are increased lead 
times in prototypes and manufacturing that slow down entire production [P124]. 

 

Task Installation 

-One of the biggest challenges in IoT is deployment in the large, i.e., deploying and 
dynamically updating IoT systems that consist of thousands or even millions of things, e.g. 
sensors [P37]. 

 

 

 
 


